CAVIAR
FOR THE HOLIDAYS
2020

Crown Russian Osetra - 79.99/oz

Large firm amber pearls and a captivating clean flavor are characteristics of a true fine Caviar.
Crown Caviar is delightfully fresh with an enhanced aroma and flavor highly prized and applauded by
gourmets in all corners of the world. Crown Caviar is produced practically year round with
a salting of less than 3%, like a true “Malossol” (Malossol is Russian for “Low Salt”).

Royal Siberian Osetra Caviar - 49.99/oz

Our specially selected Siberian Ossetra Caviar is farmed fresh, where state of the art systems
control and produce only the highest quality caviar. Siberian Ossetra is known for its large size, firm
texture and its brown color.
Tip: Wild caviar can only be extracted twice a year and therefore must be preserved by
using heavy salting methods. Farm fresh caviar is a very high quality, lower sodium alternative.

American Sturgeon (Hackleback)
39.99/1oz - 65.99/2oz - 219.99/7oz

These jet black small sturgeon eggs offer a rich yet uncomplicated simple pleasure. Hackleback caviar is
small in pattern, and black in color with a slightly golden cast. The hackleback sturgeon is harvested
from the various estuaries of the Mississippi river system.

Salmon Roe

- 9.99/oz - 17.99/2oz

Our Alaskan Salmon Caviar is from the most prized Chum also referred to as Keta salmon. These large,
red-orange sushi grade eggs are very mild, succulent, and have a low salt clean salmon flavor.

Whitefish Caviar - 9.99/oz

If you are looking for a great caviar to add garnishing flare to your fish or seafood dishes, our Whitefish Caviar
is the perfect choice. With either a Golden-Orange or Bright Ruby Red color, these small grains have a crunchy
texture with a smooth taste and provide a colorfully visual appeal. Whitefish caviar is also an excellent choice
to be served as an appetizer. Always selected fresh and packaged by our professionals, our Whitefish Caviar
is famous for its outstanding quality and flavor.
Tip: If you are looking for a mild caviar to serve to those who have little to no experience
with caviar, our Whitefish Caviar would be an excellent choice.

Blinis - 7.99/20ct
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